
Securebook 6.0 and Docking Stations
(Coming Q4 2022)

In 2017, after many years of attempting to run digital education programs in correctional settings, I founded JTS to fill a 
gap of safe, affordable, and useable laptop hardware. Prior attempts at blocking USB ports, epoxying cases closed, or 

removing WiFi and cameras, grew into the Securebook 5.0. The 5.0 was our first, ground-up, custom laptop for 
corrections. It was a thrilling time to get this device made, but the quality never lived up to our own expectations. We 

did what we could to create the Securebook 5.0, but the reality was that we just did not have the track record to get the 
attention of the top tier contract manufacturers. Regardless, you all supported this vision of equality of access in this 
challenging environment. Despite it's limited performance and reliability, the 5.0 was a great success for expanding 

access. We are so thrilled now that we've been able to leverage the success of the 5.0 into creating a 6.0 device with a 
top-tier manufacturing partner. We expect this device to be reliable, affordable, and incorporate the learnings the 5.0 

provided us. Thank you for your support! 
- Jeremy Schwartz, Founder, Justice Tech Solutions (310) 988 9600

Securebook 5.0 (2018 - 2022)
11.6" transparent laptop computer

Securebook 6.0 (2022 - 2027)
11.6" transparent laptop computer

CPU
8th Generation Quad-Core

2.2 Ghz Intel Celeron N3450
11th Generation Quad-Core
2.8 GHz Intel Celeron N5100

RAM 4GB non-upgradeable LPDDR3 2400MHz 8GB / 16GB user-upgradeable DDR4 2933MHz

Ethernet 100 Mbit/s 1,000 Mbit/s

BIOS Limited end-user control
Set / enable / disable boot order options
Enable / disable dock or WiFi (if installed)

WiFi WiFi 4/5 - Intel WiFi WiFi 6 - Intel AX201 (available)

Docking Up to 100Mbit/s connection
Up to 5Gbit/s to support large data transfers 

quickly

Hinge Weak hinge caused flimsy screens 180 degree lay flat design, new hinge design

Shell
Monitor cable routed near hinge was cut by device 

hinge resulting in malfunction
Integrated cable channel for monitor cable, 

enhanced drop protection on screen

Trackpad
Off center design caused palm interaction with 

trackpad while typing
Centered, square design with smooth "easy touch" 

industry standard covering

Keyboard
Space-bar would fail to register when pushed on 

ends without metal support
Custom keyboard with 3 touch points across space 

bar, still no metal support (safety)

Battery
Battery failures caused by unintelligent laptop 

charging / discharging behavior
Smart battery standard with IC chip to control 

charging and battery behavior

Useability
Stickers failed to adhere to shell causing difficulty 

tracking devices
Enlarged key font for easier viewing, laser 

engraved serial numbers for device tracking

https://justicetechsolutions.com


